Abstract. The vibratory analyses are particularly present today in the various fields of industry, from aeronautics to manufacturing, from machining and maintenance to civil engineering, to mention a few areas, which have made this special issue a true need. The International Journal of Mechanics & Industry compiles a Special Issue on Experimental Vibration Analysis. More than thirty manuscripts were received by the international scientific committee on the 6th congress AVE2016 and only eight papers have been selected after completing a careful and rigorous peer-review process for the Special Issue, which are briefly summarized below.
Presentation
The International Journal of Mechanics & Industry compiles a Special Issue on Experimental Vibration Analysis and makes a focus on the recent challenging innovation and advances in vibration engineering after the last special issue in 2013 [1] . These analyses are necessary to calculate the modal parameters of a system, a structure [2] [3] or a mechanism [4] , and the expected response to the given excitation [5] (harmonic, random, shock, etc.). In this way, it can be determined whether a particular system, structure or mechanism will fulfill its intended function; in addition, the results of the dynamic loadings acting on a structure can be predicted [6] , such as the dynamic stresses, fatigue life [7] and vibration levels. In fact, the most effective structural parameters on the dynamic response can be determined, so that if any change in the response is required, the structure can be modified accordingly in the most appropriate way [8] . Indeed, the vibration analysis are not a single complementary tool. It is the basis of many powerful techniques, which make possible À for instance À to probe the structures or even the interior of materials during their service, to detect the defects or damages [9] and to follow their evolution in real-time,… The experimental vibration analyses are particularly today present in the various branches of industry, from aeronautics to car manufacturing, from machining and maintenance to civil engineering, to mention a few areas, which have made this special issue a true need.
The 5th French congress "Analyse Vibratoire Expér-imentale" (AVE2016 http://ave2016.sciencesconf.org) that took place during 15-17 November 2016 at Blois, France, represents one of the efforts to address the above needs and to stimulate the strong scientific interaction between scientists, researchers, and engineers, involved in the recent developments of experimental analysis of the structures by using dynamics approaches. This event should be considered in a rather broad direction, concerning recent advances on experimental vibratory analysis techniques and the exploitations that can be drawn from those analyses.
The present issue of Mechanics & Industry comprises a selection of papers presented in specific subjects with the aim to give an overview of the amount and the quality of the more than a thirty submitted works on Modal analysis, vibration-based condition monitoring, damage detection and localization, experimental/numerical combined approach, physical experiments with advanced computational methods investigations, and their various engineering/ industrial applications. Selected papers included in this special issue on Experimental Vibration Analysis have completed a careful and rigorous peer-review process by the international scientific committee. The novel technologies/ methodologies developed and knowledge obtained from this Special Issue would also be mostly applicable for the industrial development.
The Guest Editor trust that this document will contribute to disseminate the current trends and topics of interest in this fascinating and fast growing area, that it will be a valuable tool in your research and professional activity and invite you to join our Community.
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